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PLAN

Local District reviewers need to select a school before they can create comments.
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Click the Find button to filter for the school desired. When the desired selection appears, click the 
icon with the graduation cap located inside the School Name to hyperlink to the school’s School 
Identification page.

Local District Title 1 Coordinator, Bob Hope has hyperlinked to King Drew Medical Magnet Senior 
High school’s School Identification page. Bob knows this is King Drew’s School Identification page 
because he can see the school’s name shown in the upper right corner of the page. He can also see 
that he is listed as the “Logged in as” person. Click on the Goals & Objectives left-side navigation 
menu item to hyperlink to the Goals & Objectives page. 
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Click on the desired Program tab and then click on the applicable message bubble. In the example 
shown, Bob has selected the first message bubble in the Program tab, Mathematics. The bubble 
addresses the data reviewed, questions 1 through 3, and the Measurable Objective. Note also that 
the comment bubble is gray, indicating there are no comments in this bubble.

Title 1 Coordinator reviewer, Bob Hope types his comment in the top textbox and clicks the Save 
button. He clicks the red X in the upper right corner of the message box to close the comment box. 
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The comment bubble turns green when Bob saves his comment, indicating that there’s a comment 
that he made and saved in the bubble.

Bob clicks on the Dashboard icon to hyperlink back to his own Dashboard page.
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SPSA Dashboard

Bob sees that his comment has been saved on his Dashboard.

Meanwhile, Reginald Brookens, the Principal at King Drew Medical Magnet Senior High school opens 
his Dashboard to see if he has any new comments. He sees that his Local District Title 1 
Coordinator, Bob Hope has sent a new comment on November 4, 2016. The message Section shows 
Mathematics Goal in the Detail section. He navigates to the Goals & Objectives link on his left-side 
navigation menu and clicks on the Mathematics tab.
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The message bubble is orange, indicating that a comment is waiting for his response. Note, that the 
bubble can have more than one reviewer’s comments. 

Reginald reads Bob Hope’s comment, types a response and clicks Save as shown.
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As soon as Reginald clicks the Save button, the comment bubble turns green, indicating that he has 
responded.

Back in Bob Hope’s Dashboard, the comment is orange indicating that a response is pending from 
Reginald Brookens of King Drew Medical Magnet Senior High school.
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Bob navigates to the Goals & Objectives tab, Mathematics (Program) to view the details of Reginald’s 
response. If Bob has an additional comment to make, the message bubble will turn green when he 
clicks the Save button. 

Legend of comment bubbles

Gray means no comment exists

Orange means comment is pending

Green means LD reviewer created a comment Or responded to a school’s response 
to his/her comment


